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Abstract Modern Code Review (MCR) has been widely used by open source and propri-
etary software projects. Inspecting code changes consumes reviewers much time and effort
since they need to comprehend patches, and many reviewers are often assigned to review
many code changes. Note that a code change might be eventually abandoned, which causes
waste of time and effort. Thus, a tool that predicts early on whether a code change will
be merged can help developers prioritize changes to inspect, accomplish more things given
tight schedule, and not waste reviewing effort on low quality changes. In this paper, moti-
vated by the above needs, we build a merged code change prediction tool. Our approach
first extracts 34 features from code changes, which are grouped into 5 dimensions: code, file
history, owner experience, collaboration network, and text. And then we leverage machine
learning techniques such as random forest to build a prediction model. To evaluate the per-
formance of our approach, we conduct experiments on three open source projects (i.e.,
Eclipse, LibreOffice, and OpenStack), containing a total of 166,215 code changes. Across
three datasets, our approach statistically significantly improves random guess classifiers and
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two prediction models proposed by Jeong et al. (2009) and Gousios et al. (2014) in terms of
several evaluation metrics. Besides, we also study the important features which distinguish
merged code changes from abandoned ones.
Keywords Code review · Predictive model · Features
1 Introduction
Software code review, i.e., the practice of involving team members to critique changes made
to a software system, has been an effective strategy to improve code quality before code
changes are integrated into the main development branch (Shimagaki et al. 2016). In 1976,
Fagan (2001) found that formal design and code inspections with in-person meetings reduce
the number of post-release defects. Ackerman et al. (1984) and Aurum et al. (2002) found
that code reviews improve the overall quality of software systems. Unfortunately, the cum-
bersome and time-consuming nature of conventional formal code inspection (e.g., in-person
meetings and reviewer checklists) impedes its adoption in practice (Shull and Seaman 2008;
Votta 1993).
Modern Code Review (MCR) provides an informal, lightweight, and tool-based variant
of conventional formal code review, and it has been widely practiced in open source and
proprietary software projects (Bacchelli and Bird 2013). During MCR, a developer submits
a code change request (i.e., a patch) to a code review system (e.g., Gerrit1), and project
moderators then assign this request to a set of reviewers (Xia et al. 2015b). Next, these code
reviewers will inspect the patch, discuss it, and suggest potential improvements or fixes.
However, not all of the code changes are eventually merged into a codebase. In our collected
data,2 we find 12% to 18% of code changes are eventually abandoned by reviewers.
Considering the substantial time and effort needed to be spent to inspect a code change
is large, a tool which predicts early on (i.e., when a code change is submitted) whether a
code change will be merged, can reduce the time and effort wasted on the inspection of
abandoned code changes. Such wasted time can be used to review more promising code
changes which eventually contribute to the codebase of a software project. We refer to the
problem of predicting whether a change will eventually get merged early in the code review
process as merged change prediction. In this paper, we focus on analyzing code changes in
Gerrit, which is a popular code review management system, and is widely used by many
open source projects such as Eclipse, LibreOffice, and OpenStack. Moreover, there have
been a number of studies which analyze code changes in Gerrit (Gonzalez-Barahona et al.
2014; Mukadam et al. 2013; Baysal et al. 2013; McIntosh et al. 2014; Thongtanunam et al.
2016).
In this paper, we propose an approach to predict early on whether a code change will
be merged. To do so, we extract 34 features from code changes which are grouped into
five dimensions: code, file history, owner experience, collaboration network, and text. In
the code dimension, we extract code features from patches, e.g., number of lines of code
added or deleted in the patch, and number of changed source code files. In the file his-
tory dimension, we mine file modification history, and extract features such as number of
1https://code.google.com/p/gerrit/
2For more details, please refer to Table 1.
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times files in a patch were changed, and number of developers who changed the files. In the
owner experience dimension, we extract features based on previous behaviors of the code
change owners, e.g., number of prior code changes submitted by the owner, and number of
prior code changes he/she is assigned to inspect. In the collaboration network dimension,
we first build a network based on prior collaborations of the owners and the reviewers for
a code change owner. Next, we extract features of his/her corresponding node in the net-
work such as its degree, closeness, and betweenness centrality. In the text dimension, we
extract the features from natural language description of the code changes, such as number
of words in the description, and whether the description contains words like “bug”, “fea-
ture”, or “improvement”. All the 34 features can be automatically extracted when a review
request is submitted initially. Using the extracted features, we leverage machine learning
techniques such as random forest (Breiman 2001) to build models that can effectively pre-
dict merged code changes. Since there are only a small number of code changes which are
abandoned (e.g., 17% of the code changes are abandoned in our collected data), we need to
address a class imbalance problem. To solve this problem, we use a cost sensitive learning
approach to improve the prediction accuracy for the minority class (i.e., abandoned code
changes).
The usage scenarios of our proposed tool are as follows:
Without Tool. Bob is a developer in a large project team, and his main responsibility is
to review code changes submitted by other developers. He is typically assigned to review
more than 20 code changes in a single day. Without our tool, he can only randomly select
code changes one at a time, inspect the patch, detect bugs, and discuss with other devel-
opers. He finds that it is hard for him to focus when he reviews more than 15 changes,
and he often introduces errors when inspecting the remaining changes. Also, it wastes
much of Bob’s time and effort if a code change he reviews is eventually abandoned,
which leads to Bob having less time to inspect other code changes.
With Tool. Bob’s company adopts our tool. When Bob is assigned more than 20 code
changes in a single day, he first runs our tool to prioritize the code changes. Our tool gives
a ranked score for each change. The higher the rank scores, the more chance the code
changes will be eventually merged. Then, Bob reviews the code changes in sequence.
He finds that he can pay more attention to the changes with higher quality and more
likelihood to be merged. And he spends less time and effort on the changes that are
eventually abandoned.
Previous studies are related to ours (Jeong et al. 2009; Gousios et al. 2014). Jeong et al.
(2009) proposed a set of features to predict whether a bug fix patch will be accepted, and
these features include number of occurrences of certain keywords (e.g., boolean, break, and
catch), and number of brackets appearing in a patch. Gousios et al. (2014) proposed 12
features to predict whether a pull request (PR) will be merged, and these features are divided
into three dimensions: pull request, project, and developer. Our work is related but different
from theirs: (1) The keyword occurrence features proposed by Jeong et al.—which detects
appearance of keywords such as interface—are specific to Java.
Our features are programming language agnostic, which is different from Jeong et al.’s;
(2) Gousios et al. focused on analyzing pull requests in Github. Some features they extracted
from Github pull requests cannot be extracted from Gerrit code changes; (3) we extract
more domain-specific features from code changes, and we not only extract features from
patches, but also from collaboration network, modification history, and description of code
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changes. Moreover, in this paper, we also make a comparison with these approaches when
adapted for our problem.
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we collect code change datasets from three
large open source projects, namely Eclipse, LibreOffice, and OpenStack, containing a total
of 166,215 code changes. We use Area Under the Curve (AUC) (Huang and Ling 2005) and
cost effectiveness (Arisholm et al. 2007; Mende and Koschke 2009; Rahman et al. 2012;
Jiang et al. 2013a; Xia et al. 2015a) to evaluate the performance of our approach. AUC is a
suitable metric since it evaluates the probability that a merged change is ranked higher than
an abandoned change. Cost effectiveness evaluates prediction performance given limited
resources, e.g., percentage of code changes to inspect. Following previous studies (Rahman
et al. 2012; Jiang et al. 2013a; Xia et al. 2015a, 2016a, b; Zhang et al. 2015), we use Effec-
tivenessRatio@20% (ER@20%), which evaluates the percentage of merged code reviews
when inspecting the top 20% suspicious merged code changes returned by a prediction
method, as the default cost effectiveness metric. Experimental results show our approach
achieves an average AUC of 0.73, which improves random guess, weighted random guess,
Jeong et al.’s approach (Jeong et al. 2009), and Gousios et al.’s approach (Gousios et al.
2014) by 46%, 46%, 30%, and 12%, respectively. Moreover, our approach achieves an aver-
age ER@20% of 0.95. Following Costa et al. (2016), we measure normalized improvement
which considers the room for improvement, between our approach and the baseline meth-
ods in terms of ER@20%. And the normalized improvements of our approach over random
guess, weighted random guess, Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach are
69%, 69%, 64% and 38%, respectively.
Of the 34 features we extract, we find that merged rate of prior code changes submitted
by the owner (i.e., merged ratio), number of prior code changes submitted by the owner
(i.e., change num), number of prior code changes submitted by the owner that contain at
least one subsystem3 affected by current code change (i.e., subsystem change num) and
clustering coefficient of the owner’s corresponding node in collaboration network (i.e., clus-
tering coefficient) are the most important features to distinguish merged code changes from
abandoned code changes across three datasets.
The paper makes the following contributions:
1. We propose an approach which includes a total of 34 features to predict whether a code
change will be merged. We extend previous studies and extract features not only from
patches but also from modification history, collaboration network and description of
patches. We also investigate the most important features that distinguish merged code
changes from abandoned code changes.
2. We construct an experiment on a broad range of datasets containing a total of 166,215
code changes from three large-scale open source projects, and the experimental results
show that our approach achieves statistically significant and substantial improvements
over the baselines.
Paper Organization The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents results of our preliminary study, which highlights the importance to predict early on
whether a code change will be merged. Section 3 presents research questions investigated in
this study, elaborates how we collect data, and describes other experiment setup. Section 4
3Subsystem is defined in Section 3.3.
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presents experiment results which answer a number of research questions. Section 5 dis-
cusses the impact of using multiple classifiers and the effectiveness of our approach for
cross-project prediction. Section 6 briefly reviews related work. Section 7 concludes and
mentions future work.
2 Preliminary Study
To assess the necessity of our study, we sent 200 emails to developers from Eclipse, Libre-
Office, and OpenStack communities. In the emails, we only asked two simple questions:
Do you need a tool to predict whether a code change will eventually get merged early in the
code review process? And why? We received 62 replies, and 59 developers agreed that they
need a tool to predict whether code changes eventually get merged. Only 2 pointed out they
do not need such a tool since it would be difficult to build such a tool with high accuracy.
Some comments we received are listed below:
• “I often need to review about 20 code change requests in a single day. It is really hard
to make the decision on whether a code change should be merged unless I comprehend
the code, and try to integrate it into the codebase. A tool on merged change prediction
can help prioritize the 20 code review taskswith different priorities, so that I can simply
inspect the code changes from top to down. It is really promising to have such a tool.”
• “A tool to predict merged code changes will help to build my confidence on identifying
whether I should accept a code review request. Sometimes I felt that I should accept the
review request but with low confidence, in such a case, this tool can aid me to make the
decision.”
• “I do not want to spend several days to inspect a code change, discuss with other
people, and provide a number of comments, but finally the code change is abandoned.
I feel depressed towards the abandoned changes, since most of them will occupy me
plenty of time. Thus, I need a tool to predict which code changes should be merged.”
From the above reviewer comments, developers need a merged change prediction tool to
(1) help prioritize code changes they are asked to inspect, (2) increase their confidence on
whether they should merge the changes, and (3) reduce the time and effort wasted due to
abandoned changes. Our finding is consistent with Gousios et al. (2015). They found that in
a pull request development model (e.g., Github), integrators typically need to manage large
amounts of contribution requests simultaneously and they have difficulties with prioritizing
contributions that are to be merged.
As one developer replied, much time and effort of reviewers is wasted on abandoned
changes. To illustrate this, we calculate the total number of abandoned code changes and
characterize the amount of time these abandoned code changes were opened for review in
2015 for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack projects. In 2015, 2,394, 713 and 17,030 code
changes were abandoned in Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack, respectively. The total
amount of time these code changes were opened for review in the three projects is 21,444,
6,696 and 184,170 hours, respectively. Some code changes had been open for a very long
time until they were eventually abandoned. For example, the owner and reviewers of change
2621274 in OpenStack spent several months continuously discussing whether to merge the
4https://review.openstack.org/#/c/262127/
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code change but the change was eventually abandoned. Thus, reviewers waste much time
on abandoned code changes.
3 Experiment Setup
In this section, we first present the steps to collect code change data. Then, we present the
overall framework of our approach. Next, we elaborate the details of the 34 features we
extract from code changes, which are grouped in five dimensions: code, file history, owner
experience, collaboration network, and text. After that, we present evaluation setup and four
baselines. Later, we present the prediction model used in our study (i.e., random forest) and
a cost sensitive learning approach which is used to address the class imbalance problem.
Finally, we present evaluation metrics that we use to measure the prediction performance
of our approach and baselines. In this paper, we are interested in answering four research
questions:
RQ1 Can we effectively predict which code changes will be merged?
RQ2 How effective is our prediction model when all features are used than when
only a subset is used?
RQ3 How effective are our approach and the baseline methods when different
percentages of code changes are inspected?
RQ4 Which features are most important in identifying merged code changes?
Answering RQ1 sheds light on the effectiveness of our approach to predict code changes
that will be merged or abandoned, compared to random guess, weighted random guess and
existing state-of-the-art approaches (Jeong et al. 2009; Gousios et al. 2014). Answering
RQ2 highlights the effectiveness of our approach compared to models built using features
of each dimension. Answering RQ3 sheds lights on the effectiveness of our approach and
the baselines when different percentages of code changes are inspected. The answer of RQ4
presents the most important features in identifying merged code changes. Note that we have
related but different goals when investigating RQ2 and RQ4. By investigating RQ2, we give
an answer to the question: “Does our approach benefit from combining features of the five
dimensions?” By investigating RQ4, we study the most important features that distinguish
merged code changes from abandoned ones.
3.1 Data Collection
We collect all meta-data information (i.e., creation time, status, description of patches, com-
mit ID, owner, and reviewers) of code changes stored in the Gerrit systems of Eclipse,
LibreOffice, and OpenStack. Following a prior study (Yang et al. 2016), we use the REST
APIs provided by the Gerrit systems5 to collect the meta-data. In Gerrit, the status of a
code change can be “Open”, “Merged”, or “Abandoned”. In our study, we remove the code
changes whose status are “Open” since they may not have been assigned to reviewers, and
the set of reviewers may still change.
There are many sub-projects in the three projects. To avoid studying inactive/dead sub-
projects, we choose those that contain more than 200 merged changes, and 54, 3, and
5https://gerrit.wikimedia.org/r/Documentation/rest-api.html
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248 sub-projects are left in our Eclipse, LibreOffice, and OpenStack datasets, respectively.
Moreover, we remove code changes whose description contains words “NOT MERGE” or
“IGNORE”, since the owners of these code changes clearly know these changes would be
abandoned, and there is no need for further inspections. Moreover, we notice that for some
code changes, the reviewers are the same as the owners. We also remove these code changes,
since the owner does not require the need of others to review his/her code. Table 1 presents
the statistics of the collected data. In total, we collect 166,215 code changes, and among
them, 83% of code changes are eventually merged. Our findings are consistent with Gousios
et al.’s findings; they found that 84.73% pull requests are eventually merged (Gousios et al.
2014).
Based on the code changes we collect, we also extract the patches corresponding to these
code changes. To do so, we first use git clone to download all the repositories used in our
study, since each sub-project uses a separate repository managed by the Gerrit system. In
our study, we clone all of these repositories into our local server. Next, we extract commit
IDs from the collected code changes, and we use git ls-remote to get a list of patch set IDs
which correspond to a specific code change. In our study, we only extract the first patch set
in the list of patch sets since we focus on predicting whether a code change will be merged
when it is submitted initially. Then, we use git fetch to get the patch.
3.2 Overall Framework of Our Approach
Figure 1 shows the overall framework of our approach. The framework includes two phases:
model building and prediction.
In the model building phase, our framework takes as input a set of training code changes
with known labels (merged or abandoned). The framework first extracts various features
from the code changes. The features are quantifiable characteristics of code changes that
could potentially differentiate merged code changes from abandoned ones. In this paper, we
consider features that are grouped into five dimensions: code, file history, owner experience,
collaboration network and text. Then, based on these features and the labels of training
code changes, our framework uses random forest to build a model. Moreover, it applies
cost sensitive learning to deal with imbalanced data. Finally, the framework produces a
prediction model that could predict early on whether a code change will be merged and
output a likelihood score for the code change to be merged.
In the prediction phase, our framework takes as input a set of testing code changes whose
labels are to be predicted. Features are first extracted from these code changes. Then, model
learned in the model building phase is applied to predict the labels of these code changes
by analyzing the extracted features. Finally, the framework ranks the code changes in
Table 1 Statistics of the collected data
Project Time period # Changes # Merged # Abandoned
Eclipse 2009.10–2016.12 46,600 38,488 (83%) 8,112 (17%)
Libre. 2012.03–2016.12 22,655 19,870 (88%) 2,785 (12%)
OpenS. 2015.01–2015.12 96,960 79,930 (82%) 17,030 (18%)
Total 166,215 138,288 (83%) 27,927 (17%)
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Fig. 1 Overall framework of our approach
descending order according to the likelihood scores output by the model for each of them.
The ranking result can be used to prioritize these code changes for reviewers.
In Sections 3.3 and 3.5, we further elaborate the detail information of studied features and
model building techniques (i.e., random forest and cost sensitive learning) in our framework,
respectively.
3.3 Studied Features
Our features are mainly based on the results of previous studies. Tsay et al. (2014) found
that both social and technical factors could have effect on contribution acceptance. Thus, we
consider extracting features from these two aspects. With regards to social factors of a code
change, we extract features to characterize change owner’s experience and his/her activities
in the collaboration network. Our features that characterize change owner’s experience are
derived based on those considered in Kamei et al. (2013) and Gousios et al. (2014). Our
features that characterize change owner’s activities in the collaboration network are derived
based on those considered in Zanetti et al. (2013). With regards to technical factors of a code
change, we extract features to characterize the source code, modification history of the files
and the textual description of the change. Our features that characterize the source code of
a change are derived based on those considered in Kamei et al. (2013). Also, our features
that characterize modification history of the files in the change are derived based on those
considered in Kamei et al. (2013). Our features that characterize the textual description of
the change are derived based on the findings of Thongtanunam et al. (2016) and Herzig
et al. (2013).
Totally, we extract 34 features which are potentially related to merged code changes.
Table 2 summarizes the set of 34 features we investigate, which are grouped in 5 dimensions:
code, file history, owner experience, collaboration network, and text.
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Table 2 Studied features
Dimension Feature name Description
Code lines added num Number of inserted lines in this code change
lines deleted num Number of deleted lines in this code change
changed file num Number of changed files in this code change
file added num Number of added files in this code change
file deleted num Number of deleted files in this code change
directory num Number of modified directories in this code change
subsystem num Number of modified subsystems in this code change
modify entropy Distribution of modified code across files in this code change
language num Number of programming languages used in this code change
file type num Number of file types in this code change
segs added num Number of added code segments in this code change
segs deleted num Number of deleted code segments in this code change
segs updated num Number of updated code segments in this code change
File history changes files modified Number of times files in this code change were
modified before.
file developer num Number of developers who changed files in this code change
Owner change num Number of prior code changes submitted by the owner of this
experience code change
recent change num Number of prior code changes submitted by the owner of this
code change that is counted according to our weighting
scheme (see paragraph) in recent 120 days
subsystem change num Number of prior code changes submitted by the owner of this
code change, that contain at least one subsystem affected
by this code change
review num Number of prior code changes the owner of this code change
is assigned to inspect
merged ratio Merged rate of prior code changes submitted by the owner
of this code change
recent merged ratio Number of merged code changes submitted by the owner of
this code change, counted according to our weighting
scheme (see paragraph) in recent 120 days prior to this
code change and normalized over recent change num
subsystem merged ratio Merged rate of prior code changes submitted by the owner
of this code change, that contain at least one subsystem
affected by this code change
Collaboration degree centrality These metrics are used to measure this code change owner’s
network degree of activity in collaboration process of the
corresponding project prior to this code change
(Zanetti et al. 2013)
closeness centrality
betweenness centrality
eigenvector centrality
clustering coefficient
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Table 2 (continued)
Dimension Feature name Description
k coreness
Text msg length Number of words in description of this code change
has bug Whether description of this code change contains word “bug”
has feature Whether description of this code change contains word “feature”
has improve Whether description of this code change contains word “improve”
has document Whether description of this code change contains word “document”
has refactor Whether description of this code change contains word “refactor”
Code Dimension refers to features that are based on the source code in the patches.
Weißgerber et al. (2008) found that size of a patch would affect whether it would
be accepted. We use features lines added num, lines deleted num, changed file num,
file added num and file deleted num to quantify the size of the patch. And we pre-process
the features lines added num and lines deleted num by taking the logarithms of the original
values, since we find the range of these two features are too large.
The diffusion of a change is also an important feature in defect prediction (Mockus and
Weiss 2000). We expect that the diffusion of a change can influence likelihood whether
a change would be merged. We use features proposed by Kamei et al. (2013) to mea-
sure diffusion of code changes, i.e., directory num, subsystem num and modify entropy.
We use bottom directory of a file as a directory to measure directory num. We use top
directory of a file as a subsystem to measure subsystem num. To illustrate, for a file
with a path, “org.eclipse.jdt.core/jdom/org/eclipse/jdt/core/dom/Node.java”, its subsystem
is “org.eclipse.jdt.core” and its directory is “org.eclipse.jdt.core/jdom/.../dom”. To calculate
modify entropy, we follow Kamei et al. (2013). Entropy is defined as: −nk=1(pk∗log2pk).
Note that n is number of files modified in the change, and pk is calculated as the proportion
of lines modified in f ilek among lines modified in this code change.
By observing the modified files in some code changes, we find that many modified
source code files are of different types (i.e., they have different file extensions), and written
in different programming languages. Thus, we use features file type num and language num
to measure unique number of different file extension names, and programming languages,
respectively. To calculate file type num, we count number of file extensions in the code
change. And we identify the programming languages used in a code change by matching
files in the code change with languages’ corresponding file extensions. For example, we
identify a file with extension “java” as a Java file. We consider the following programming
languages: Java, C/C++, Python, JavaScript, bash, html, php, Ruby, and Go. Number of
extensions is not equal to number of programming languages in a code change, since a code
change may contain documentation, images, or configuration files which are not related to
programming languages. Also, a programming language such as C++ might use multiple
types of file extensions such as “c”, “h”, “cpp” and “hpp”.
Figure 2 presents an example patch file. We define the code between “@@” as a code
segment. We call a code segment only with inserted lines as added code segment and a code
segment only with deleted lines as deleted code segment. And a code segment with both
inserted and deleted lines is called updated code segment. A code change with more code
segments modified is likely more complex and requires reviewer more effort and time to
comprehend it. We use features segs added num, segs deleted num and segs updated num
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Fig. 2 An example patch file
to quantify the complexity of code changes in code segment level. The advantage of these
features is that they are general for all kinds of text files and programming languages.
File History Dimension refers to features that are based on file modification history
recorded by the Gerrit systems. Graves et al. (2000) found that number of previous changes
to a file is a good indicator to detect buggy files. Matsumoto et al. (2010) found that files
which are previously touched by more developers are more likely to induce defects. Here,
following Kamei et al.’s study (Kamei et al. 2013), we use features changes files modified
and file developer num to quantify history information about files modified in a code
change.
Owner Experience Dimension refers to features which are based on the experience of a
code change owner. Mockus and Weiss (2000) found that developer experience is an essen-
tial piece of information for predicting software failures. Baysal et al. (2013) and Jiang et al.
(2013b) found that patch writer experience significantly impacts code review outcomes.
Following Kamei et al.’s study (Kamei et al. 2013), we use features change num,
recent change num and subsystem change num to measure the experience of the owner.
To calculate recent change num, we count number of changes submitted by the owner in
past 120 days of this code change according to our weighting scheme which assigns high
weights to changes submitted recently: 1n
30 +1 , where n is the number of days that has passed
since a prior code change submitted by the owner to the date this code change is submit-
ted. For example, if an owner of a newly submitted change submitted 4 changes 30 days
ago, 6 changes 60 days ago, and 8 changes 90 days ago, then recent change num is 6 (i.e.,
= 430
30 +1
+ 660
30 +1
+ 890
30 +1
). If a code change owner often submits code changes in recent time
prior to the change, we expect that he/she will be more familiar with the recent developments
of the projects, and thus the code change maybe more likely to be merged.
Also, if a code change owner has reviewed many changes submitted by other developers,
he/she would be more familiar with coding standards and operations of Gerrit system. Thus,
we use review num as a metric to also quantify for the owner’s experience.
Besides, Gousios et al. (2014) used acceptance rate prior to current pull request as a fea-
ture to predict pull request outcomes (i.e., merged or abandoned). Following their study,
we use the same feature which is named as merged ratio in our study. Moreover, we
also extract other features: recent merged ratio and subsystems merged ratio. The feature
recent merged ratio is used to measure recent performance of the owner prior to current
code change. The feature subsystem merged ratio is used to quantify the owner’s familiarity
with the subsystems affected by this code change.
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Collaboration Network Dimension Baysal et al. (2013) found that collaboration factors
of the code change owners (i.e., their level of participation within the project) can influence
code review outcomes. They found that the more active a developer is in the project, the
faster and more likely his/her patches will be merged. Zanetti et al. (2013) proposed a tech-
nique to predict whether a bug report is valid based on collaborations of reporters. Following
these studies, we construct a network based on collaborations of owners and reviewers.
Next, for the code change owner, we extract features of his/her corresponding node in the
network.
For a newly submitted code change, we first extract its owner and submission date.
Then, following Zanetti et al. (2013), we collect code changes prior to the newly submit-
ted code change in a window of 30 days before the submission date. Next, we construct
an undirected graph based on owners and reviewers of these code changes. In the graph,
nodes denote owners and reviewers of the code changes. And for each code change, the
code change owner and the reviewers are connected by an edge. Subsequently, we extract
the Largest Connected Component (LCC) of the generated graph and check whether the
code change owner is a member of the LCC. If the code change owner exists in the LCC,
we quantify the code change owner’s degree of activity using the six features proposed by
Zanetti et al. (2013) namely degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality,
eigenvector centrality, clustering coefficient and k coreness. We use the Python package
NetworkX6 to construct collaboration networks and extract features from the networks.
Text Dimension refers to features that capture textual characteristics of the commit mes-
sage. Thongtanunam et al. (2016) found that the description length of a patch is related to
its likelihood of receiving poor comments. We count the number of words in the commit
message to measure the description length of this code change. Commit message containing
more information about a code change may help reviewers comprehend the change more
easily. Herzig et al. grouped code changes into six clusters: bug fixing, adding new feature,
improvement, documentation, refactoring and other (Herzig et al. 2013). We extract the
purpose of code changes by matching the related words in the commit message. Features
has bug, has feature, has improve, has document, has refactor are used to represent the
purpose of code changes. To calculate these features, we simply check whether the commit
message of a code change contains the related words. For example, if the commit message
contains word “bug”, has bug will be set true—please refer to Table 2 for more words used.
3.4 Evaluation Setup & Baselines
To simulate the usage of our approach in practice, we use the same longitudinal data setup
described in Bhattacharya and Neamtiu (2010), Tamrawi et al. (2011), Jeong et al. (2009),
Xia et al. (2017). The code changes extracted from each repository in Table 1 are first sorted
in chronological order of creation time, and then divided into 11 non-overlapping windows
of equal sizes. The process proceeds as follows: First, in fold 0, we train using code changes
in frame 0, and test the trained model using the code changes in frame 1. Then, in fold 1, we
train using code changes in frame 0 and frame 1, and proceed in a similar way (like frame
1) to test using code changes in frame 2, and so on. In the final fold (fold-9), we train using
code changes in frame 0–9, and test using code changes in frame 10. We then compute the
average AUC, ER@20%, precision, recall and F1 scores for merged and abandoned code
changes across the 10 folds. We use this evaluation setup in RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3.
6http://networkx.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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To make a comparison, we choose four baselines, i.e., random guess, weighted random
guess, Jeong et al.’s approach (Jeong et al. 2009), and Gousios et al.’s approach (Gousios
et al. 2014).
Random guess predicts randomly whether a code change will be merged, effectively
acting as a coin flip, thus its AUC is always 0.5. Its precision is the ratio of merged code
changes to total number of code changes in the dataset. Since random guess has two possible
outcomes (e.g., merged/abanoned), its average recall is 0.50.
Weighted random guess is a variant of random guess. Compared to random guess,
weighted random guess also randomly predicts a code change to be merged or abandoned
and it also outputs a randomly ranked list for changes in the testing dataset. Thus, its AUC
is also 0.5. However, unlike random guess, weighted random guess considers the class dis-
tribution in training dataset. To illustrate, let us consider the proportion of merged code
changes in training dataset to be m%. In the testing dataset, weighted random guess ran-
domly chooses m% of the code changes and predicts these code changes as merged. Its
average recall for merged and abandoned code changes is thus m% and 1−m%, respectively.
Jeong et al. proposed a set of features to predict whether a bug fix patch will be accepted,
and we remove features extracted from bug reports since we do not have bug reports data.
Notice that the main programming language of Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack are
Java, C++ and Python, respectively. And the keyword occurrence features proposed by
Jeong et al. are specific to Java (e.g., they used number of occurrences of keyword “inter-
face” as a feature, but “interface” is not a keyword in C++ or Python). To build a prediction
model using Jeong et al.’s approach for Eclipse dataset, we use all the keywords Jeong et
al. proposed. To build prediction models using Jeong et al.’s approach for LibreOffice and
OpenStack datasets, we use keywords proposed by Jeong et al. that are common in multi-
ple programming languages. These keywords include: “if”, “else”, “for”, “while”, “break”,
“continue”, “return” and “try”. Jeong et al. used Bayesian network to build their predic-
tion models. We find that the Bayesian network models built using their features achieve
better performance than random forest models in terms of AUC score and EffectivenessRa-
tio@20% (ER@20%). In this paper, we re-implement Jeong et al.’s approach and following
Jeong et al.’s study, we use Bayesian network to implement their approach.
For Gousios et al.’s approach, we remove features team size (number of core team mem-
bers in a project), and perc ext contribs (the ratio of commits from external members over
core team members in the last 3 months) since the concept core team is not defined in
the Gerrit system. Gousios et al. used random forest to construct prediction models. In
this paper, we re-implement Gousios et al.’s approach and following their study, we use
random forest to build prediction models that are based on Gousios et al.’s features. Note
that according to our empirical experimental results, random forest performs better than
Bayesian network on Gousios et al.’s features in terms of AUC and ER@20%.
3.5 Approach
We use the proposed features to characterize a code change. These features are then used to
learn a prediction model to predict whether a code change will be merged when it is initially
submitted. In this paper, by default, we use random forest (Breiman 2001) to construct the
prediction model, and we use the random forest implementation in Weka (Hall et al. 2009).
Random forest is an ensemble approach, which is specifically designed for decision tree
classifiers (Breiman 2001). The general idea behind random forest is to combine multiple
decision trees for prediction. Each decision tree in a random forest is built based on a ran-
dom subset of the features. Random forest adopts the mode of the class labels output by
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individual trees. The major advantage of random forest is that it is generally highly accurate
and feature importance can be generated automatically. Since random forest unifies many
trees that are learned differently, it can avoid overfitting problem and is not sensitive to
outliers.
We notice that the number of merged code changes is much more than the number
of abandoned ones, i.e., a class imbalance problem (He and Garcia 2009) exists. If the
class imbalance problem is not handled properly, it might degrade the performance of the
prediction model (Grbac et al. 2013). To address this challenge, we use a cost sensitive
learning approach (Elkan 2001) which is implemented in Weka (Hall et al. 2009). Unlike
cost-insensitive learning, cost sensitive learning is a type of learning that takes misclassi-
fication cost into account, i.e., it treats different misclassification cases differently. Cost
sensitive learning has been utilized to deal with class imbalance problem in many software
engineering studies (Khoshgoftaar et al. 2002; Zheng 2010; Liu et al. 2014).
Cost sensitive learning approach takes misclassification costs into account and the mis-
classification costs are defined by a cost matrix. Table 3 presents the cost matrix for cost
sensitive learning used by our approach. In Table 3, c(i, j)—i, j ∈ {0, 1}—denotes the
cost of labeling a sample of class i as class j . In our case, c(0, 1) represents the cost of
misclassifying a merged code change as abandoned, while c(1, 0) represents the cost of
misclassifying an abandoned code change as merged. Given a cost matrix, the aim of cost
sensitive learning is to generate a prediction model with minimum misclassification cost
according to the cost matrix.
There is no cost for correct classification (Liu and Zhou 2006), i.e., c(0, 0) and c(1, 1)
are set to 0. Since the minority class in this paper is the abandoned code change, the cost
of misclassifying an abandoned code change should outweigh the cost of misclassifying a
merged one, i.e., c(1, 0) > c(0, 1). We denote c(1, 0)/c(0, 1) as cost ratio. A larger cost
ratio means that the model has a stronger bias towards the minority class, i.e., abandoned
code change. As Weiss et al. (2007) recommended, the specific values of c(1, 0) and c(0, 1)
are not necessary to be determined. We only need to determine cost ratio. Furthermore,
Weiss et al. (2007) recommended that users can first determine a ratio α, then cost ratio can
be calculated as the production of α and the class distribution of training dataset, i.e.:
cost ratio = α × number of merged changes in training dataset
number of abandoned changes in training dataset
(1)
By default, we set α as 1, i.e., we set cost ratio as the class distribution in training dataset.
The choice of α can impact the prediction performance of our approach. A larger α results
in a larger cost ratio, then the model would have a stronger bias towards abandoned code
changes. In this paper, we also vary the value of α and investigate the sensitivity of the
prediction performance of our approach towards the choice of α.
3.6 Evaluation Metrics
For each code change, there would be 4 possible classification outcomes: a code change
is classified as merged when it is truly merged (true positive, TP); it can be classified as
Table 3 Cost matrix for cost
sensitive learning Actual merged Actual abandoned
Predict merged c(0, 0) c(1, 0)
Predict abandoned c(0, 1) c(1, 1)
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merged when it is truly abandoned (false positive, FP); it can be classified as abandoned
when it is truly merged (false negative, FN); it can be classified as abandoned when it is
truly abandoned (true negative, TN). Based on TP, TN, FP, and FN, we calculate AUC, cost
effectiveness, precision, recall, and F1-score as follows:
AUC: Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
plot is a widely used measure in many software engineering studies (Lamkanfi et al.
2010; Lessmann et al. 2008; Romano and Pinzger 2011; Bao et al. 2017). The AUC
score ranges from 0 to 1 and larger AUC value indicates better prediction performance.
Notice that random guess classifier always gets an AUC of 0.5 and any prediction model
achieving AUC score more than 0.5 is more effective than random guess classifier. AUC
measures the prediction performance across all the thresholds and it is insensitive to cost
and class distributions (Rajbahadur et al. 2017). Lessmann et al. (2008) recommends that
AUC should be used as the primary accuracy indicator to compare the performance of
prediction models. Romano and Pinzger (2011) concluded that a prediction model with
an AUC score above 0.7 is often considered to have adequate classification performance.
In our context, the AUC score evaluates the probability that a classifier ranks a randomly
chosen merged code change higher than a randomly chosen abandoned code change.
Since the main purpose of our study is to prioritize code changes that reviewers are
assigned to review, the AUC score is the most important evaluation metric.
Cost Effectiveness: Cost effectiveness (Arisholm et al. 2007; Mende and Koschke 2009;
Rahman et al. 2012; Jiang et al. 2013a; Xia et al. 2015a; Huang et al. 2017) is an eval-
uation metric which is used to measure prediction performance given a cost limit, and
also simulates the practical usage of our tool. In practice, considering limited budget,
developers can only inspect a limited number of code changes, and they would expect
to identify as many merged code changes as possible. In our context, the cost is a fixed
number of code changes to inspect, and the benefit is the percentage of merged code
changes that can be identified. It is desirable to catch as many merged code changes as
possible while minimizing the number of code changes to inspect. Cost effectiveness is
an appropriate measure that can evaluate how effective is a prediction model to prioritize
code changes that reviewers are assigned to inspect. We use EffectivenessRatio@K%
(ER@K%), which evaluates the percentage of merged code changes over the top K%
suspicious merged code changes, as our cost effectiveness metric. ER@K% is also an
important evaluation metric for our study.
Specifically, we represent a prediction model as pm. To evaluate the ER@K% of pm,
we first rank the code changes in descending order according to the likelihood score that
pm outputs for each of them. Also we count the number of merged code changes that
appear in the top K% in the ranking, which is denoted as NK%(pm,merged). Also, we
count the number of code changes in the top K% in the ranking, which is denoted as
NK%. Based on these two numbers, ER@K% is computed as:
ER@K% = NK%(pm,merged)
NK%
(2)
Following previous studies (Arisholm et al. 2007; Mende and Koschke 2009; Rahman
et al. 2012; Jiang et al. 2013a; Xia et al. 2015a), by default, we set the number of code
changes to inspect as 20% of the total number of code changes and we use ER@20% as
the default cost effectiveness metric. We also investigate the performance of our approach
with various K values.
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Note that as mentioned in Section 3.4, both random guess and weighted random guess
output randomly ranked list for the testing dataset. Thus, for the same testing dataset, the
two classifiers achieve the same ER@K% value for any K from 0 to 1 according to the
calculation of ER@K%.
Normalized Improvement: Normalized improvement is a measure proposed by Costa
et al. (2016) to evaluate the improvement between two methods in terms of an evaluation
metric (e.g., ER@20%). Normalized improvement takes the room for improvement into
consideration. In our paper, all ER@20% scores of our approach and the baseline meth-
ods are very high (above 0.8). Directly comparing ER@20% scores of our approach and
the baseline methods may underestimate the improvement of our approach over the base-
line methods. For example, if our approach and a baseline method achieves an ER@20%
of 0.95 and 0.93, respectively, our approach only improves the baseline method by 2% by
directly comparing the ER@20% scores. However, the room for improving over the base-
line method is only 7% (from 93% to 100%) and our approach achieves 29% (2% ÷ 7%)
of this possible gain.
Thus, in addition to directly comparing ER@20% scores of our approach and the base-
lines, we also compute the normalized improvements of our approach over the baselines
in terms of ER@20%. Following Costa et al. (2016), we normalize the percentage of
improvement considering the room for improvement. We denote ER@20% scores of our
approach and a baseline method as ER20%(ours) and ER20%(baseline), respectively.
Then, the normalized improvement of our approach over the baseline method in terms of
ER@20% can be computed as:
NormalizedImprovement = ER20%(ours) − ER20%(baseline)
1 − ER20%(baseline) (3)
Merged Precision: is the proportion of code changes that are correctly labeled as merged
among those that are predicted as merged, i.e.:
P(M) = T P
T P + FP (4)
Merged Recall: is the proportion of merged code changes that are correctly labeled, i.e.:
R(M) = T P
T P + FN (5)
Abandoned Precision: is the proportion of code changes that are correctly labeled as
abandoned among those that are predicted as abandoned, i.e.:
P(A) = T N
T N + FN (6)
Abandoned Recall: is the proportion of abandoned code changes that are correctly
labeled, i.e.:
R(A) = T N
FP + T N (7)
F1-score: is a summary metric that combines both precision and recall to measure the
performance of the prediction model. This metric can evaluate if an increase in precision
(recall) outweighs a reduction in recall (precision). It is calculated as the harmonic mean
of Precision and Recall. For merged code changes, it is:
F1(M) = 2 × P(M) × R(M)
P (M) + R(M). (8)
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Table 4 AUC, ER@20%, F1, precision, and recall for merged and abandoned code changes of our approach
compared with the baselines
Project Approach AUC ER@20% Merged Abandoned
F1(M) P(M) R(M) F1(A) P(A) R(A)
Eclipse Ours 0.71 0.93 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.39 0.40 0.39
Random guess 0.50 0.82 0.62 0.82 0.50 0.26 0.18 0.50
Weighted random guess 0.50 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.17 0.18 0.17
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.55 0.84 0.86 0.83 0.89 0.18 0.22 0.16
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.64 0.90 0.90 0.83 0.97 0.17 0.42 0.11
Libre. Ours 0.73 0.96 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.31 0.34 0.29
Random guess 0.50 0.88 0.64 0.88 0.50 0.19 0.11 0.50
Weighted random guess 0.50 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.12 0.12 0.12
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.53 0.89 0.93 0.88 0.99 0.05 0.12 0.03
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.64 0.94 0.93 0.89 0.99 0.08 0.35 0.04
OpenS. Ours 0.74 0.95 0.89 0.87 0.91 0.41 0.45 0.37
Random guess 0.50 0.83 0.62 0.83 0.50 0.26 0.17 0.50
Weighted random guess 0.50 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.18 0.17 0.18
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.59 0.86 0.91 0.83 1.00 0.10 0.79 0.06
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.68 0.93 0.91 0.84 0.98 0.22 0.57 0.13
The best results are in bold
For abandoned code changes, it is:
F1(A) = 2 × P(A) × R(A)
P (A) + R(A) (9)
4 Results
In this section, we presents answers of the four research questions presented in Section 3.
(RQ1) Can we effectively predict which code changes will be merged?
To evaluate the performance of our approach and the baselines, we calculate the average
AUC, ER@20%, F1, precision and recall for merged and abandoned code changes across
the 10 folds. Table 4 presents the evaluation results of our approach compared with the
baselines. On average, across the three datasets, our approach achieves an AUC, ER@20%,
F1(M) and F1(A) of 0.73, 0.95, 0.89 and 0.37, respectively. Our approach shows improve-
ments in AUC, ER@20% and F1(A) compared with the baselines. We apply Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (Wilcoxon 1945) with a Bonferroni correction (Abdi 2007) to investigate
whether the improvements of our approach over baselines are statistically significant (p-
value < 0.05). We also use Cliff’s delta (Cliff 2014),7 which is a non-parametric effect size
measure that quantifies the amount of difference between two sets of values. The statistical
7Cliff defines a delta of less than 0.147, between 0.147 to 0.33, between 0.33 and 0.474, and above 0.474 as
negligible, small, medium, and large effect size respectively.
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tests take as input the AUC, ER@20%, F1-scores for abandoned code changes calculated
in the 10 evaluation folds of our approach and the baselines. Table 5 presents the adjusted
p-values and Cliff’s delta for our approach compared with the baselines.
Notice that the F1(M) of our approach is much higher than random guess and weighted
random guess but a little lower than Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach.
Since our approach deals with the issue of imbalanced data while Jeong et al.’s approach and
Gousios et al.’s approach do not address the problem, our approach assigns more weight to
abandoned code changes so that it achieves a much better recall for abandoned code changes
than Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach. Thus, the little degradation of
F1(M) is reasonable.
Notice that all ER@20% scores of our approach and baselines are above 0.8 and very
high. As mentioned in Section 3.6, in addition to directly comparing the ER@20% scores
of our approach and the baselines, we also use normalized improvement to evaluate the
improvements of our approach over the baselines in terms of ER@20%.
We have the following findings:
• In terms of AUC, our approach on average improves random guess, weighted random
guess, Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’ approach by 46%, 46%, 30%, and
12%, respectively. And statistical tests show that the improvements are significant, and
the effect sizes are large.
• In terms of ER@20%, our approach on average improves random guess, weighted ran-
dom guess, Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach by 13%, 13%, 10% and
3%. Statistical tests show that the improvements are significant, and the effect sizes are
large. And the normalized improvements of our approach over random guess, weighted
random guess, Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach are 69%, 69%,
64%, and 38%, respectively.
• In terms of F1 for abandoned code changes, i.e., F1(A), our approach improves random
guess, weighted random guess, Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach
by 54%, 131%, 236% and 131%, respectively. And statistical tests show that the
improvements are significant, and the effect sizes are large.
Recall that the main purpose of our tool is to help code reviewers prioritize the code
changes they are asked to review, and in such a case, AUC and ER@20% are the most impor-
tant evaluation metrics since they both measure the probability that a merged code change
is ranked higher than an abandoned code change. And in our study, we find our approach
achieves substantial improvements over the baselines in terms of AUC and ER@20%. Also,
our approach substantially improves the baseline methods in terms of F1(A).
(RQ2) How effective is our prediction model when all features are used than when
only a subset is used?
In this study, we combine 34 features from five dimensions (i.e., code, file history, owner
experience, collaboration network, and text). In this research question, we would like to
investigate whether our prediction model benefits from the use of all features—as compared
to its subset.
We build a random forest model based on features in each dimension, and in total, we
have five random forest models—let us refer to them as code, file history, owner experience,
collaboration network, and text models. For each prediction model, we also use cost sensi-
tive learning to deal with imbalanced data. We then compute the average AUC, ER@20%,
precision, recall and F1 scores for merged and abandoned code changes across the 10 folds.
Table 6 presents the AUC, ER@20%, F1, precision and recall for merged and abandoned
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Table 6 AUC, ER@20%, F1, precision and recall for merged and abandoned code changes of our approach
compared with the random forest models built using features in each dimension
Project Dimension AUC ER@20% Merged Abandoned
F1(M) P(M) R(M) F1(A) P(A) R(A)
Eclipse All dimensions 0.71 0.93 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.39 0.40 0.39
Code 0.53 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.21 0.21 0.22
File history 0.51 0.83 0.62 0.83 0.50 0.27 0.18 0.52
Owner experience 0.66 0.91 0.84 0.87 0.81 0.36 0.32 0.41
Collaboration network 0.57 0.86 0.79 0.85 0.74 0.29 0.23 0.37
Text 0.53 0.83 0.66 0.84 0.55 0.28 0.19 0.51
Libre. All dimensions 0.73 0.96 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.31 0.34 0.29
Code 0.54 0.89 0.85 0.88 0.82 0.16 0.13 0.21
File history 0.51 0.89 0.67 0.88 0.55 0.19 0.12 0.46
Owner experience 0.65 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.30 0.26 0.36
Collaboration network 0.59 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.85 0.22 0.19 0.26
Text 0.54 0.90 0.66 0.90 0.53 0.22 0.14 0.56
OpenS. All dimensions 0.74 0.95 0.89 0.87 0.91 0.41 0.45 0.37
Code 0.57 0.86 0.83 0.84 0.81 0.26 0.24 0.29
File history 0.57 0.86 0.76 0.85 0.68 0.28 0.22 0.41
Owner experience 0.68 0.93 0.86 0.87 0.85 0.37 0.36 0.38
Collaboration network 0.62 0.89 0.83 0.86 0.80 0.33 0.29 0.38
Text 0.53 0.85 0.70 0.84 0.60 0.28 0.20 0.47
The best results are in bold
code changes of our approach compared with the five random forest models. Similar to RQ1,
we also apply Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni correction to investigate whether
the improvements of our approach over the five random forest models are statistically sig-
nificant (p-value < 0.05), and Cliff’s delta to measure effect size. The statistical tests take
as input the AUC, ER@20%, F1-scores for merged and abandoned code changes calculated
in the 10 evaluation folds of our approach and the five baselines. Tables 7 and 8 present the
adjusted p-values and Cliff’s delta for our approach (using all features) compared with the
five random forest models.
We have the following findings:
• In terms of AUC, our approach on average improves code, file history, owner expe-
rience, collaboration network, and text models by 33%, 38%, 11%, 24% and 38%,
respectively. Statistical tests show that the improvements are significant, and all the
effect sizes are large.
• In terms of ER@20%, our approach on average improves code, file history, owner
experience, collaboration network, and text models by 10%, 10%, 3%, 7% and 10%,
respectively. Statistical tests show that the improvements are significant, and all the
effect sizes are large. And the normalized improvements of our approach over code, file
history, owner experience, collaboration network, and text models are 64%, 64%, 38%,
55% and 64%, respectively.
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Table 7 Adjusted p-values and Cliff’s deltas for our approach compared with the random forest models built
using features in each dimension
Project Dimension AUC ER@20%
p-value Cliff’s delta p-value Cliff’s delta
Value Desc. Value Desc.
Eclipse Code 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
File history 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
Owner experience 2.9 × 10−3 0.8 Large 8.8 × 10−3 0.78 Large
Collaboration network 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
Text 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
Libre. Code 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 8.8 × 10−3 1 Large
File history 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 8.8 × 10−3 1 Large
Owner experience 2.9 × 10−3 0.74 Large 8.8 × 10−3 1 Large
Collaboration network 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
Text 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
OpenS. Code 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
File history 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
Owner experience 2.9 × 10−3 0.96 Large 2.9 × 10−3 0.94 Large
Collaboration network 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
Text 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
• In terms of F1 for abandoned code changes, i.e., F1(A), our approach on average
improves code, file history, owner experience, collaboration network, and text mod-
els by 76%, 48%, 8%, 32% and 42%, respectively. And our statistical tests show that
only one of the improvements is not significant—it is highlighted in bold in Table 7.
Furthermore, in most of the cases, the effect size is large.
• In terms of F1 for merged code changes, i.e, F1(M), our approach on average
improves code, file history, owner experience, collaboration network, and text models
by 6%, 31%, 3%, 7% and 33%, respectively. And our statistical tests show that the
improvements are significant, and all the effect sizes are large.
As mentioned in Section 3.6, AUC and EffectivenessRatio@20% are the most important
metrics in our study. In terms of these two metrics, we find that our approach achieves
substantial improvements over code, file history, owner experience, collaboration network
and text models. Our approach also achieves improvements in terms of F1(A) and F1(M)
over the five prediction models. This demonstrates that combining the five dimensions is
beneficial in improving the effectiveness of our proposed solution.
(RQ3) How effective are our approach and the baseline methods when different
percentages of code changes are inspected?
By default, we evaluate the performance of the prediction models when only the top 20%
of the code changes are reviewed following previous studies (Rahman et al. 2012; Jiang
et al. 2013a; Xia et al. 2015a). In this research question, we would like to investigate the
performance of our approach and the baseline methods when different percentages of code
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Table 8 Adjusted p-values and Cliff’s delta for our approach compared with the random forest models built
each of the five dimension
Project Dimension F1(M) F1(A)
p-value Cliff’s delta p-value Cliff’s delta
Value Desc. Value Desc.
Eclipse Code 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
File history 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
Owner experience 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 5.9 × 10−3 0.34 Medium
Collaboration network 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 0.88 Large
Text 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 0.92 Large
Libre. Code 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 0.86 Large
File history 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 0.7 Large
Owner experience 5.9 × 10−3 0.72 Large 1.0 0.04 Negligible
Collaboration network 2.9 × 10−3 0.9 Large 2.9 × 10−3 0.52 Large
Text 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 1.5 × 10−2 0.5 Large
OpenS. Code 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
File history 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
Owner experience 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 0.66 Large
Collaboration network 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 0.98 Large
Text 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large 2.9 × 10−3 1 Large
changes are inspected. To answer this research question, we plot the ER@K% graphs that
show the percentages of merged code changes that can be caught by inspecting different
percentages of code changes.
Figures 3, 4 and 5 present the ER@K% scores of our approach and the baseline methods
for various K on Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets, respectively. We notice that
for each dataset, our approach consistently achieves the best EffectivenessRatio (ER) for a
wide range of K values (i.e., a wide range of the number of code changes to review). For
Fig. 3 EffectivenessRatio@K% (ER@K%) of our approach and baselines for various K on Eclipse dataset
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Fig. 4 EffectivenessRatio@K% (ER@K%) of our approach and baselines for various K on LibreOffice
dataset
example, for Eclipse, when we set K as 25, the ER@25% scores of our approach, random
guess, weighted random guess, Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach are
0.93, 0.82, 0.82, 0.84 and 0.89, respectively; when we set K as 50, the ER@50% scores of
our approach, random guess, weighted random guess, Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios
et al.’s approach are 0.91, 0.82, 0.82, 0.84 and 0.88, respectively.
We notice that for each dataset, the curve of ER@K% consistently descends as K
increases. This is the case since the number of abandoned code changes in the top K% of
the ranking list increases as K increases.
We also calculate the improvements and normalized improvements of our approach over
the baselines in terms of ER@K% for various K on Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack
datasets. We vary K from 10 to 90. Tables 9, 10 and 11 present the improvements and nor-
malized improvements of our approach over the baselines in terms of ER@K% for Eclipse,
LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets, respectively. As shown in the tables, our approach out-
performs the baselines in terms of ER@K% for various K across the three projects. We also
Fig. 5 EffectivenessRatio@K% (ER@K%) of our approach and baselines for various K on OpenStack
dataset
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Table 9 Improvements (IMPR) and Normalized Improvements (NIMPR) of our approach over the baselines
in terms of ER@K% for various K on Eclipse dataset
K Random guess Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014)
Weighted random guess
IMPR NIMPR IMPR NIMPR IMPR NIMPR
10 14% 65% 12% 62% 3% 32%
20 13% 61% 11% 56% 3% 31%
30 12% 58% 10% 52% 4% 32%
40 11% 54% 9% 47% 4% 28%
50 11% 50% 8% 44% 3% 25%
60 10% 45% 7% 38% 3% 22%
70 8% 38% 6% 32% 3% 17%
80 6% 29% 5% 24% 2% 12%
90 4% 18% 3% 15% 1% 7%
find that as K increases, the improvements and normalized improvements of our approach
over the baselines decrease. However, across a wide range of K values (from 10 to 80), the
normalized improvements of our approach over the baselines are more than 10% across the
three projects.
In practice, reviewers cannot inspect all the code changes they are assigned due to various
reasons such as tight development schedule. As shown in Figs. 3–5, reviewers can leverage
the ranking list produced by our approach to prioritize the code changes. In such a way, they
can focus more on the merged code changes, and do not waste time and effort to inspect the
abandoned code changes.
(RQ4) Which features are most important in identifying merged code changes?
In this research question, we would like to find out the most important features that dif-
ferentiate merged code changes from abandoned code changes in our Eclipse, LibreOffice
and OpenStack datasets. Considering that merged code changes from different projects may
have different characteristics, we conduct our experiment on each code change dataset.
Following previous studies (Tian et al. 2015; Bao et al. 2017), we consider to identify the
most important features by leveraging random forest model. Comparing with the prediction
model we implement in RQ1, we first perform feature selection to build another random
forest model.
Step 1: Correlation Analysis. For each code change dataset, we first use variable clustering
analysis implemented in the Hmisc R package8 to look for the correlations among
the features. By this analysis, we construct a hierarchical overview of the features
among the 34 features and the correlated features are grouped into sub-hierarchies.
We randomly select one feature from a sub-hierarchy if the correlations of features
in the sub-hierarchy are larger than 0.7, which is the same setting used in the
previous study (Tian et al. 2015). After this step, we remove 11, 10 and 9 features
in the datasets of Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack, respectively.
8https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/Hmisc/Hmisc.pdf
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Table 10 Improvements (IMPR) and Normalized Improvements (NIMPR) of our approach over the
baselines in terms of ER@K% for various K on LibreOffice dataset
K Random guess Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014)
Weighted random guess
IMPR NIMPR IMPR NIMPR IMPR NIMPR
10 10% 77% 10% 77% 3% 55%
20 9% 70% 9% 69% 3% 45%
30 9% 66% 8% 64% 3% 39%
40 8% 61% 7% 58% 2% 32%
50 8% 56% 7% 54% 2% 30%
60 7% 50% 6% 46% 2% 27%
70 6% 43% 5% 40% 2% 23%
80 4% 33% 4% 32% 2% 17%
90 3% 21% 2% 18% 1% 9%
Step 2: Redundancy Analysis. After reducing collinearity among the features using corre-
lation analysis, we detect redundant features which do not have unique signal as
compared to the other features. We use the redun function in the rms R package9
to do the redundancy analysis and find that in the datasets of Eclipse, LibreOf-
fice and OpenStack, none of the remaining features are redundant. So we do not
remove any feature in this step.
Step 3: Important Feature Identification. After the above two steps, there are 23, 24 and
25 features remaining in Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack, respectively. We
implement a random forest model for each project using the bigrf R package.10 To
identify the importance of features that differentiate merged code changes from
abandoned ones, we use the varimp function provided by bigrf to compute the
importance of a feature in training process based on an internal error estimate of
a random forest classifier which is called out of the bag (OOB) estimate (Wolpert
and Macready 1999). Its core idea is to permute each feature randomly one by one
and see whether the OOB estimate will be reduced significantly or not.
We use 10-fold cross validation and for each run of a 10-fold cross validation,
we get an importance value for each feature. To determine which of the features
are most important for the datasets, we input the importance values taken from all
10 runs to the Scott-Knott test (Scott and Knott 1974). We use the SK function
provided by the ScottKnott R package.11 This test takes a set of distributions (one
for each feature) as input and identifies groups of features that are statistically
significantly different from one another.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 present the Scott-Knott test results of Eclipse, LibreOffice
and OpenStack when comparing the importance value of the features, respectively.
In the figures, features are grouped by different colors and the importance values
of different feature groups are significantly different from one another (p-value <
9https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rms/rms.pdf
10https://github.com/aloysius-lim/bigrf
11https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ScottKnott/ScottKnott.pdf
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Table 11 Improvements (IMPR) and Normalized Improvements (NIMPR) of our approach over the
baselines in terms of ER@K% for various K on OpenStack dataset
K Random guess Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014)
Weighted random guess
IMPR NIMPR IMPR NIMPR IMPR NIMPR
10 16% 78% 11% 72% 2% 31%
20 15% 72% 10% 65% 3% 35%
30 14% 65% 9% 56% 3% 32%
40 12% 58% 8% 47% 3% 32%
50 11% 53% 7% 42% 3% 26%
60 10% 53% 7% 42% 3% 23%
70 8% 40% 5% 30% 2% 16%
80 7% 32% 4% 23% 2% 12%
90 5% 21% 2% 13% 1% 7%
0.05). From the figures, we find that merged ratio, msg length and change num
are the three most important features that affect the random forest models to dif-
ferentiate merged code changes from abandoned code changes across Eclipse,
LibreOffice and OpenStack. Note that Jeong et al.’s approach does not include
any of the three most important features and Gousios et al.’s approach includes
merged ratio and change num.
Step 4: Effect of Important Features. To understand the impact of these important features,
we compare the values of top ten important features in merged and abandoned
code changes in each code change dataset. We use the Wilcoxon rank-sum test
(Mann and Whitney 1947) to analyze the statistical significance of the differ-
ence between merged and abandoned code changes. We compute the Cliff’s delta
introduced in RQ1 to investigate the effect size of the difference between the two
groups of code changes. Table 12 shows the p-values and Cliff’s delta for the top
ten important features of Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack.
Fig. 6 Scott-Knott test results of Eclipse
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Fig. 7 Scott-Knott test results of LibreOffice
Based on the results shown in Figs. 6–8 and Table 12, we find that the features
merged ratio, change num, subsystem change num and clustering coefficient are the most
important features to distinguish merged code changes from abandoned code changes and
they have statistically significantly and non-negligible positive effect across three datasets.
The results suggest that a code change owner’s experience and his/her activity in the
collaboration network are the most important factors that positively influence the likelihood
of the code change to be merged.
In Table 12, we present the top ten important features for Eclipse, LibreOffice and
OpenStack datasets. We would like to do more quantitative and qualitative analysis on
these important features. For each dimension, we randomly choose one feature which is
one of the top ten important features shown in Table 12. These features are change num,
clustering coefficient, lines added num, changes files modified and msg length.
For each feature, we analyze the class distribution of changes when the feature is of dif-
ferent values. To do this, for each feature, we calculate its median value for each project
and use the median value to divide the dataset into two sets. The first set contains changes
whose feature values are less than the median value and the second set contains the remain-
ing changes. Then we calculate the class distribution of the two sets. We use Fisher’s exact
Fig. 8 Scott-Knott test results of OpenStack
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Table 12 P-values and Cliff’s deltas for the top ten most important features of Eclipse, LibreOffice and
OpenStack
Project Features p-value Cliff’s delta
Value Desc.
Eclipse merged ratio 2.2 × 10−16 0.33 Medium
msg length 2.2 × 10−16 0.13 Negligible
change num 2.2 × 10−16 0.18 Small
subsystem change num 2.2 × 10−16 0.16 Small
lines added num 2.2 × 10−16 −0.08 Negligible
eigenvector centrality 2.2 × 10−16 0.14 Negligible
changes files modified 1.5 × 10−2 0.02 Negligible
lines deleted num 2.3 × 10−1 −0.01 Negligible
clustering coefficient 2.2 × 10−16 0.17 Small
betweenness centrality 7.0 × 10−14 0.05 Negligible
Libre. merged ratio 2.2 × 10−16 0.39 Medium
change num 2.2 × 10−16 0.27 Small
msg length 2.2 × 10−16 0.17 Small
eigenvector centrality 2.2 × 10−16 0.29 Small
changes files modified 1.7 × 10−1 −0.02 Negligible
lines added num 9.5 × 10−7 −0.06 Negligible
subsystem merged ratio 2.2 × 10−16 0.32 Small
subsystem change num 2.2 × 10−16 0.21 Small
lines deleted num 2.2 × 10−16 −0.10 Negligible
clustering coefficient 2.2 × 10−16 0.19 Small
OpenS. merged ratio 2.2 × 10−16 0.38 Medium
msg length 2.3 × 10−1 0.01 Negligible
change num 2.2 × 10−16 0.25 Small
changes files modified 2.2 × 10−16 −0.06 Negligible
subsystem merged ratio 2.2 × 10−16 0.35 Medium
lines added num 2.6 × 10−5 −0.02 Negligible
eigenvector centrality 2.2 × 10−16 0.23 Small
subsystem change num 2.2 × 10−16 0.21 Small
clustering coefficient 2.2 × 10−16 0.20 Small
betweenness centrality 2.2 × 10−16 0.20 Small
test (Upton 1992) to determine whether class distributions of the two sets are statistically
significantly different (p-value < 0.05) or not. The test takes as input the number of merged
and abandoned code changes in the two sets. Furthermore, we also qualitatively analyze
some change examples manually.
In the owner experience dimension, we analyze the feature change num. The feature
refers to number of previous changes submitted by the owner of a change. For each project,
we use the median value of change num to divide the dataset into two sets. Table 13 presents
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Table 13 Class distribution of changes when change num is of different values and results of Fisher’s test
for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets
Project Feature value % of Merged % of Abandoned p-value
Eclipse <104 79% 21% 2.2 × 10−16
≥104 86% 14%
Libre. <87 84% 16% 2.2 × 10−16
≥87 91% 9%
OpenS. <134 78% 22% 2.2 × 10−16
≥134 87% 13%
the class distributions of the two sets for each project and results of Fisher’s test. We find
that across the three projects, class distributions of the two sets of changes are statistically
significantly different (p-value < 0.05). It indicates that change num is an effective feature
to distinguish merged and abandoned changes. Experienced developers’ changes are more
likely to be merged than non-experienced developers’ changes. For example, the owner of
change 7325212 in Eclipse had submitted more than 1,000 changes previous to this change.
The reviewers only gave some simple comments and after the owner addressed the com-
ments, the change was eventually merged. As a contrasting example, in Eclipse, the owner
of change 5821513 had not submitted any change previous to this change. The change was
eventually replaced by a better change and abandoned.
In the collaboration network dimension, we analyze the feature clustering coefficient.
The feature evaluates owner’s degree of activity in the collaboration network. A larger clus-
tering coefficient indicates that the change owner has a higher centrality in the collaboration
network and more collaboration activities. The value of clustering coefficient ranges from
0 to 1. For each project, we use the median value of clustering coefficient to divide the
dataset into two sets. Table 14 presents the class distributions of the two sets for each project
and results of Fisher’s test. We find that across the three projects, class distributions of the
two sets of changes are statistically significantly different (p-value < 0.05). It indicates
that clustering coefficient is also an effective feature to distinguish merged and abandoned
changes. A change owner with more activities in the collaboration network is more likely
to get his/her changes to be merged. For example, for change 24257814 of OpenStack, the
owner’s node in our constructed network has a clustering coefficient larger than 0.5. Notice
that in Table 14, across the three projects, the median value of clustering coefficient is less
than 0.1. Thus, the clustering coefficient of the owner’s node is large, which indicates that
the owner has many collaboration activities in the project. And the change was eventually
merged.
In the code dimension, we analyze the feature lines added num. The feature refers
to number of added lines in a change. For each project, we use the median value of
lines added num to divide the dataset into two sets.. Table 15 presents the class distri-
butions of the two sets for each project and results of Fisher’s test. We find that across
the three projects, class distributions of the two sets are statistically significantly different
(p-value < 0.05). By comparing the results shown in Tables 13, 14 and 15, we find that
12https://git.eclipse.org/r/#/c/73252/
13https://git.eclipse.org/r/#/c/58215/
14https://review.openstack.org/#/c/242578/
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Table 14 Class distribution of changes when clustering coefficient is of different values and results of
Fisher’s test for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets
Project Feature value % of Merged % of Abandoned p-value
Eclipse <0.0756 79% 21% 2.2 × 10−16
≥0.0756 86% 14%
Libre. <0.0161 85% 15% 2.2 × 10−16
≥0.0161 91% 9%
OpenS. <0.0454 78% 22% 2.2 × 10−16
≥0.0454 87% 13%
lines added num is not as effective as change num and clustering coefficient. But statisti-
cal tests indicate that lines added num is an effective feature to distinguish merged changes
from abandoned ones. Small changes are more likely to be merged than large changes. For
example, in Eclipse, the change 5934515 was eventually abandoned since it was too large
(the change contains 3,423 added lines and 699 deleted lines). The reviewers suggested the
change owner to split the change into small changes. It indicates that reviewers prefer small
changes.
In the file history dimension, we analyze the feature changes files modified. The feature
is computed as the total number of times that the files in a change were modified previ-
ous to the change. For each project, we use the median value of changes files modified to
divide the dataset into two sets. Table 16 presents the class distributions of the two sets of
changes. We find that class distributions of the two sets are similar in LibreOffice, while in
Eclipse and OpenStack, class distributions of the two sets are statistically significantly dif-
ferent (p-value < 0.05). From Table 16, we also find that the effect of changes files modified
is different in Eclipse and OpenStack. In Eclipse, the set containing changes with smaller
changes files modified has more abandoned changes than the other set, while in Open-
Stack, the set containing changes with smaller changes files modified has less abandoned
changes than the other set. Our findings indicate that changes files modified may influence
a change’s likelihood to be merged in various ways.
On one hand, a change with larger changes files modified may contain files which are
modified many times in previous changes. Files which are modified many times are more
likely to be important files in the development process of the project. Since experienced
developers are familiar with the development process of the project, they are more likely
to modify these files. As mentioned earlier, these changes are more likely to be merged
since they are submitted by experienced developers. For example, in Eclipse, files that were
affected by change 742416 had been totally modified more than 600 times and the owner
had submitted more than 700 changes before the change was submitted. And the change
was eventually merged.
On the other hand, for the files that are modified many times, developers are more likely
to modify them at the same time, which may cause merge conflict. And merge conflicts
cause many changes to be abandoned. For example, files that were affected by change
17278117 in OpenStack had been totally modified more than 1,000 times before the change
15https://git.eclipse.org/r/#/c/59345/
16https://git.eclipse.org/r/#/c/7424/
17https://review.openstack.org/#/c/172781/
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Table 15 Class distribution of changes when lines added num is of different values and results of Fisher’s
test for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets
Project Feature value % of Merged % of Abandoned p-value
Eclipse <52 84% 16% 2.2 × 10−16
≥52 81% 19%
Libre. <22 89% 11% 1.4 × 10−5
≥22 87% 13%
OpenS. <18 83% 17% 2.9 × 10−2
≥18 82% 18%
was submitted. And the change was determined as merge conflict and it was eventually
abandoned. Another example is change 26195018 in OpenStack.
In the text dimension, we analyze the feature msg length. The feature refers to num-
ber of words in the description of a change. For each project, we use the median value
of msg length to divide the dataset into two sets. Table 17 presents the class distributions
of the two sets of changes. From the table, we find that in OpenStack, the class distribu-
tions of the two sets are similar while in Eclipse and LibreOffice, the class distributions
of the two sets are statistically significantly different (p-value < 0.05). It indicates that
msg length is an effective feature in Eclipse and LibreOffice but it is not effective in Open-
Stack. A larger msg length indicates that the change contains longer description. In Eclipse
and LibreOffice, changes with long description are more likely to be merged than those with
short description. Descriptions that are too short may not provide sufficient information; as
a result, reviewers may not be confident enough to merge the corresponding changes. For
example, consider change 1527419 of LibreOffice; the description only contains one sen-
tence. Reviewers had to ask the owner a question for more information. The owner did not
reply and the change was eventually abandoned due to the lack of information.
The results of the above analysis are consistent with our findings shown in Table 12.
The analysis corroborates our conclusion—change owner’s experience and collaboration
activities in the collaboration network are the most important factors that can be used to
identify merged code changes.
5 Discussion
5.1 Impact of Different Underlying Classifiers
In our study, we use random forest as the default underlying classifiers to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our approach. Here, we would like to investigate the impact of different underlying
classifiers on the performance of prediction. In addition to the random forest model, we
also use other classifiers namely Naive Bayes, Decision tree and Bayesian network (Han
et al. 2011). These classifiers are widely used in past software engineering studies (Kim
et al. 2008; Ratzinger et al. 2007; Jiang et al. 2013a; Fenton et al. 2007). Table 18 presents
18https://review.openstack.org/#/c/261950/
19https://gerrit.libreoffice.org/#/c/15274/
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Table 16 Class distribution of changes when changes files modified is of different values and results of
Fisher’s test for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets
Project Feature value % of Merged % of Abandoned p-value
Eclipse <9 82% 18% 1.0 × 10−2
≥9 83% 17%
Libre. <13 88% 12% 8.4 × 10−1
≥13 88% 12%
OpenS. <24 84% 16% 2.2 × 10−16
≥24 81% 19%
the AUC, ER@20%, F1 for merged code changes (i.e., F1(M)) and F1 for abandoned code
changes (i.e., F1(A)) for different underlying classifiers.
We notice that random forest model achieves the best performance in terms of AUC,
ER@20%, F1(M) and F1(A) compared with the other three classifiers. Thus, in practice,
we recommend developers to use random forest as the prediction model.
5.2 Cross-project Prediction
In our experiment setting in RQ1 and RQ2, for each project, we train a model by leverag-
ing the historical code changes with known labels within the project. However, for a new
project, it may not have sufficient data to build a prediction model. Here, we would like to
investigate the performance of our approach in the cross-project setting. We build a model
using data from one project (i.e., source project) and use it to predict merged code changes
in the other projects (i.e., target projects).
In the cross-project setting, to apply Jeong et al.’s approach, we use keywords common
in multiple programming languages—see Section 3.4. For the Eclipse dataset, in the within-
project setting, we use all the keywords (including Java-specific ones) that Jeong et al.
proposed in their original paper; however, for the cross-project setting, we can only use the
common keywords.
Table 19 presents the AUC, ER@20%, F1 for merged code changes (i.e., F1(M)) and F1
for abandoned code changes (i.e., F1(A)) of our approach compared with the baselines. Our
approach achieves AUC scores ranging from 0.70 to 0.72, and ER@20% scores ranging
from 0.92 to 0.97. Compared with Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach,
our approach achieves the best performance in terms of AUC, ER@20%, and F1(A). We
Table 17 Class distribution of changes when msg length is of different values and results of Fisher’s test for
Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets
Project Feature value % of Merged % of Abandoned p-value
Eclipse <26 80% 20% 2.2 × 10−16
≥26 85% 15%
Libre. <21 85% 15% 2.2 × 10−16
≥21 90% 10%
OpenS. <31 82% 18% 9.4 × 10−1
≥31 82% 18%
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Table 18 AUC, ER@20%, F1 for merged code changes, i.e., F1(M) and F1 for abandoned code changes,
i.e., F1(A) of the prediction models
Project Prediction models AUC ER@20% F1(M) F1(A)
Eclipse Random forest 0.71 0.93 0.87 0.39
Naive Bayes 0.63 0.88 0.84 0.30
Decision tree 0.60 0.82 0.82 0.35
Bayesian Network 0.64 0.90 0.76 0.35
Libre. Random forest 0.73 0.96 0.92 0.31
Naive Bayes 0.66 0.92 0.86 0.28
Decision tree 0.58 0.86 0.88 0.27
Bayesian Network 0.66 0.96 0.81 0.27
OpenS. Random forest 0.74 0.95 0.89 0.41
Naive Bayes 0.68 0.91 0.72 0.37
Decision tree 0.63 0.85 0.83 0.37
Bayesian Network 0.69 0.94 0.79 0.38
notice that our approach achieves a slightly lower F1(M) than Jeong et al.’s approach and
Gousios et al.’s approach. Since Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach do
not deal with imbalanced data while our approach addresses the problem, the two baselines
Table 19 The AUC, ER@20%, F1 for merged code changes, i.e., F1(M) and F1 for abandoned code
changes, i.e., F1(A) of our approach compared with two baselines on cross-project prediction
Source & Target Project Approach AUC ER@20% F1(M) F1(A)
Eclipse ⇒ LibreOffice Ours 0.72 0.96 0.90 0.37
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.54 0.89 0.92 0.10
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.63 0.93 0.92 0.15
Eclipse ⇒ OpenStack Ours 0.71 0.93 0.89 0.39
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.55 0.85 0.90 0.12
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.59 0.87 0.90 0.17
LibreOffice ⇒ Eclipse Ours 0.70 0.92 0.87 0.37
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.54 0.84 0.87 0.17
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.62 0.89 0.90 0.11
LibreOffice ⇒ OpenStack Ours 0.70 0.92 0.87 0.38
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.54 0.83 0.89 0.13
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.64 0.90 0.90 0.16
OpenStack ⇒ Eclipse Ours 0.71 0.93 0.89 0.34
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.55 0.84 0.90 0.03
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.64 0.90 0.90 0.13
OpenStack ⇒ LibreOffice Ours 0.71 0.97 0.90 0.34
Jeong et al. (2009) 0.55 0.88 0.91 0.03
Gousios et al. (2014) 0.64 0.93 0.91 0.13
The best results are in bold
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have a strong bias towards the majority class (i.e., merged code changes) due to imbalanced
data. This results in that the two baselines achieve a slightly better F1(M) than our approach
while their F1(A) scores are much lower than F1(A) scores of our approach.
From Table 19, we notice that the AUC results of all the cross-project prediction mod-
els are above 0.7. As mentioned in Secion 3.6, a prediction model with an AUC score
above 0.7 is often considered to have adequate classification performance (Romano and
Pinzger 2011). Thus, the cross-project prediction models using our proposed features can
be considered to have adequate prediction performance.
5.3 Sensitivity of Our Approach to the Choice of α
As mentioned in Section 3.5, the choice of the parameter in cost sensitive learning (i.e., α)
can influence the prediction performance of our approach. In this section, we would like to
investigate the effect of varying α on the performance of our approach. We vary α from 0.2
to 2.
For the three projects, we plot the resultant AUC, ER@20%, F1-scores for merged and
abandoned code changes in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12, respectively. As shown Figs. 9 and
10, AUC and ER@20% are relatively stable with various α. For example, consider the
results for the Eclipse dataset; the average AUC scores only vary between 0.706 (α = 0.4)
and 0.717 (α = 1.6) and the average ER@20% scores only vary between 0.928 (α =
0.4) and 0.938 (α = 1.8). Thus, AUC and ER@20% are not sensitive towards the choice
of α. In Fig. 11, F1(M) decreases as α increases across the three projects. Moreover, the
curves become steeper as α increases. When α is less than 0.8, F1(M) decreases slightly
as α increases. When α is larger than 0.8, F1(M) decreases more visibly as α increases. It
indicates that increasing α negatively impacts prediction performance of our approach for
merged code changes. In Fig. 12, across the three projects, F1(A) increases when α is less
than 1.2 but slightly changes when α is more than 1.2.
In summary, in terms of AUC and ER@20%, the prediction performance of our approach
is relatively stable when varying α. However, the choice of α can impact the prediction
performance of our approach in terms of F1-scores for merged and abandoned code changes.
In practice, we recommend developers to choose an α between 0.8 and 1.2. And to choose
an appropriate α, developers need to make a trade-off between merged and abandoned code
Fig. 9 Sensitivity of AUC of our approach to the choice of α for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets
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Fig. 10 Sensitivity of ER@20% of our approach to the choice of α for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack
datasets
changes according to their practical requirements. If they hope to avoid time wasted on
reviewing abandoned code changes, they should set a higher α so that our approach can
achieve a better F1-score for the abandoned changes. However, developers may also hope
to avoid wasting change owners’ effort since it may slower the developing process of the
project. In this case, they will put more weights on the merged changes, and set a lower α
so that our approach can achieve a better F1-score for the merged changes.
5.4 Time Efficiency
The time efficiency of our approach may influence its usability. Thus, in this section, we
investigate whether the runtime of our approach is reasonable. We calculate the model build-
ing time and prediction time in each evaluation fold of our approach compared with the
baselines for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets. Model building time refers to
Fig. 11 Sensitivity of F1-score for merged code changes, i.e., F1(M), of our approach to the choice of α for
Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets
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Fig. 12 Sensitivity of F1-score for abandoned code changes, i.e., F1(A), of our approach to the choice of α
for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets
the time that is needed by a classifier to build a model from a training dataset. And predic-
tion time refers to the time that the classifier needs to predict the labels of code changes in
a testing dataset. We use a Windows 7, 64-bit, Intel(R) Core i5 3.2GHz machine with 8GB
RAM.
Tables 20, 21 and 22 present the model building time and prediction time in each eval-
uation fold of our approach compared with the baselines for Eclipse, LibreOffice and
OpenStack datasets, respectively. We notice that our approach, Jeong et al.’s approach and
Gousios et al.’s approach can quickly predict the labels of code changes in a testing dataset
(the prediction time is less than 1 s). On average across the 10 folds, our approach takes
218, 78 and 551 s to build models in the experiment on the Eclipse, LibreOffice and Open-
Stack datasets, respectively. The model building time of our approach is relatively slower
Table 20 Model building time and prediction time in each fold of our approach compared with the baselines
in the evaluation experiment on Eclipse dataset (in seconds)
Fold Model building time Prediction time
Ours Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014) Ours Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014)
0 25.82 0.03 2.01 0.11 0.03 0.14
1 57.79 0.05 4.59 0.14 0.02 0.17
2 97.89 0.13 7.57 0.17 0.02 0.22
3 139.32 0.14 10.09 0.17 0.02 0.23
4 181.80 0.25 13.11 0.19 0.03 0.22
5 230.05 0.28 16.57 0.20 0.02 0.23
6 278.74 0.45 19.64 0.22 0.02 0.23
7 332.28 0.57 23.31 0.22 0.02 0.22
8 388.42 0.78 26.69 0.23 0.03 0.25
9 450.81 0.88 30.84 0.23 0.02 0.27
avg. 218.29 0.36 15.44 0.19 0.02 0.22
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Table 21 Model building time and prediction time in each fold of our approach compared with the baselines
in the evaluation experiment on LibreOffice dataset (in seconds)
Fold Model building time Prediction time
Ours Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014) Ours Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014)
0 9.14 0.05 0.86 0.05 0.02 0.05
1 20.72 0.05 1.53 0.03 0.02 0.05
2 34.77 0.03 2.65 0.05 0.02 0.07
3 50.40 0.03 3.77 0.05 0.00 0.05
4 67.21 0.03 4.95 0.06 0.00 0.06
5 84.10 0.03 6.23 0.06 0.02 0.06
6 100.20 0.05 7.27 0.06 0.02 0.06
7 117.59 0.06 8.41 0.08 0.00 0.08
8 137.62 0.06 9.64 0.06 0.02 0.08
9 160.03 0.06 11.12 0.08 0.00 0.08
avg. 78.18 0.05 5.64 0.06 0.01 0.06
than Jeong et al.’s approach and Gousios et al.’s approach. However, we believe that the
model building time is reasonable and our approach can be used in practice, since our model
does not need to be updated all the time. We also notice that the model building time of our
approach does not grow vigorously as training data size grows. For example, in the eval-
uation experiment on OpenStack dataset, the training dataset in fold 0 and fold 9 contains
8,814 and 88,140 code changes, respectively, and in fold 0 and fold 9, our approach takes
62 s and 1,144 s, respectively. In practice, developers can empirically limit the training data
size to control the model building time of our approach without reducing the prediction
performance.
Table 22 Model building time and prediction time in each fold of our approach compared with the baselines
in the evaluation experiment on OpenStack dataset (in seconds)
Fold Model building time Prediction time
Ours Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014) Ours Jeong et al. (2009) Gousios et al. (2014)
0 62.23 0.02 4.76 0.31 0.02 0.33
1 145.03 0.05 10.73 0.44 0.02 0.41
2 239.21 0.08 17.21 0.44 0.03 0.48
3 346.68 0.14 24.65 0.47 0.02 0.55
4 456.43 0.23 31.79 0.52 0.02 0.56
5 578.48 0.30 41.09 0.53 0.02 0.59
6 708.23 0.38 49.97 0.59 0.03 0.66
7 840.56 0.45 59.55 0.58 0.02 0.66
8 989.96 0.50 69.34 0.61 0.02 0.69
9 1,144.03 0.61 81.57 0.62 0.03 0.70
avg. 551.08 0.28 39.07 0.51 0.02 0.56
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5.5 Bias Against New Contributors
Our findings in RQ4 reveal that owner’s experience and his/her collaboration activities are
the most important factors which impact the likelihood of a code change to be merged. It
indicates that our approach may have a bias against new contributors, i.e., our approach
inclines to predict new contributors’ code changes as abandoned. In this section, we first
investigate whether our approach has such a shortcoming. Then, we investigate how to
overcome this possible shortcoming of our approach.
To investigate whether our approach has a bias against new contributors, we need to eval-
uate the performance of our approach on new contributors’ changes. We consider a change
owner as a new contributor if number of his/her previous changes is less than ten. And we
call a change owner as an experienced contributor if he/she is not a new contributor. We can-
not simply count contributors who have submitted one change as experienced contributors.
Ten is a more reasonable threshold—as compared to one.
We first exclude experienced contributors’ changes in testing dataset of each fold in RQ1.
In such a case, we only have new contributors’ changes in testing dataset in each fold. Then,
for each fold, we train a model based on the same training dataset in RQ1 and evaluate the
performance on the testing dataset. We calculate the average AUC, ER@20%, precision,
recall, F1-scores for merged and abandoned code changes across the 10 folds.
Table 23 presents the AUC, ER@20%, F1-scores, precision and recall for new contrib-
utors’ merged and abandoned changes of our approach. With respect to new contributors’
merged changes, our approach achieves a recall score of 0.64, 0.62 and 0.63 on the Eclipse,
LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets, respectively. As shown in Table 4, for all merged
changes (submitted by new and experienced contributors), our approach achieves a recall of
0.88, 0.93 and 0.91 on the Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets, respectively. Thus,
our approach achieves a much lower recall score for new contributors’ merged changes—as
compared to all merged changes. It means that our approach inclines to incorrectly predict
the labels of new contributors’ merged changes. Such new contributors’ merged changes
would be given a low priority to be reviewed and it may discourage new contributors to
submit their code. Thus, we need to overcome this shortcoming.
To deal with the bias of our approach against new contributors, a specialized model for
new contributors’ changes is needed. We consider two methods to build the model:
Method 1. From the above analysis, the features in the owner experience and collaboration
network dimensions cause the bias of our approach against new contributors.
Table 23 AUC, ER@20%, F1-score, precision, recall for new contributors’ merged and abandoned changes
of our approach
Project AUC ER@20% Merged Abandoned
F1(M) P(M) R(M) F1(A) P(A) R(A)
Eclipse 0.69 0.87 0.72 0.83 0.64 0.49 0.40 0.64
Libre. 0.67 0.88 0.71 0.84 0.62 0.46 0.36 0.63
OpenS. 0.74 0.85 0.70 0.81 0.63 0.58 0.50 0.71
Testing datasets only include new contributors’ change
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To deal with the bias, we can remove these features and train a model based
on remaining features (i.e., features in the code, file history and text dimen-
sions). To do this, we first remove the features in the owner experience and
collaboration network dimensions from training and testing dataset of each
fold and we build prediction model on the training dataset. Then, we use the
model to predict the labels of new contributors’ changes in testing dataset.
Finally, we calculate the average AUC, ER@20%, F1-scores, precision and
recall for merged and abandoned changes across the 10 folds. Table 24 presents
the AUC, ER@20%, F1-scores, precision and recall of the model for new con-
tributors’ merged and abandoned changes. By comparing the results shown in
Tables 23 and 24, this model achieves a much lower AUC and ER@20% for the
Eclipse and LibreOffice datasets. This method thus cannot achieve acceptable
performance for new contributors’ changes in the two datasets.
Method 2. We notice that only 11%–15% of changes belong to new contributors in our
datasets. Thus, our model (trained using all changes) is mainly built based on
experienced contributors’ changes. We conjecture that it induces the bias of
our approach against new contributors. To verify our conjecture, we exclude
experienced contributors’ changes in training dataset of each fold and only use
new contributors’ changes to build prediction model. Then, we use this model
to predict the labels of new contributors’ changes in testing dataset. Finally,
we calculate the average AUC, ER@20%, F1-scores, precision and recall for
merged and abandoned changes across the 10 folds. Table 25 presents the
AUC, ER@20%, F1-scores, precision and recall for new contributors’ merged
and abandoned changes of the model. As shown in Table 25, with respect to
new contributors’ merged changes, the model achieves a recall score of 0.86,
0.86 and 0.88 on the Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets, respectively.
Thus, only using new contributors’ changes to learn a prediction model can
improve the recall score for new contributors’ changes—as compared to the
results shown in Table 23. Moreover, we notice that AUC scores of the model
are around 0.7. It indicates that the model achieves an acceptable performance
when predicting the labels of new contributors’ changes.
By comparing the results of the two methods, we choose method 2 to build a specialized
model for new contributors’ changes, i.e., we build a model using only new contributors’
changes.
Table 24 AUC, ER@20%, F1-score, precision, recall for new contributors’ merged and abandoned changes
of the model built on the features in code, file history and text dimensions
Project AUC ER@20% Merged Abandoned
F1(M) P(M) R(M) F1(A) P(A) R(A)
Eclipse 0.56 0.75 0.81 0.75 0.89 0.24 0.40 0.18
Libre. 0.55 0.77 0.81 0.76 0.87 0.24 0.35 0.19
OpenS. 0.67 0.78 0.79 0.73 0.86 0.45 0.56 0.37
Testing datasets only include new contributors’ changes. (Method 1)
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Table 25 AUC, ER@20%, F1-score, precision, recall for new contributors’ merged and abandoned changes
of the model built using new contributors’ changes
Project AUC ER@20% Merged Abandoned
F1(M) P(M) R(M) F1(A) P(A) R(A)
Eclipse 0.68 0.85 0.82 0.79 0.86 0.43 0.50 0.38
Libre. 0.68 0.87 0.83 0.80 0.86 0.40 0.45 0.36
OpenS. 0.73 0.84 0.81 0.75 0.88 0.52 0.65 0.43
Testing datasets only include new contributors’ changes. (Method 2)
Adjusted Approach To deal with the bias of our approach against new contributors while
still creating an approach that is effective for experienced contributors, we incorporate the
prediction results of our original model (trained using all changes in training dataset) and
the model built using only new contributors’ changes in training dataset.
In our testing data, for new contributors’ changes, we use the model built using new
contributors’ changes. For experienced contributors’ changes, we use the model built using
all changes. When applied to a change, both models output a likelihood score for the change
to be merged. We use these likelihood scores to predict the labels of changes in testing
dataset and rank the changes.
Since the likelihood scores output by both models range from 0 to 1 and both models
use 0.5 as the threshold to determine the labels of changes in testing dataset, our method of
incorporating the results of the two models is reasonable.
We find that this adjusted approach can achieve a higher recall for new contributors’
merged changes than our original model (built using all changes). We also calculate the aver-
age AUC, ER@20%, F1-score, precision and recall for all merged and abandoned changes
(made by both new and experienced contributors) of the adjusted approach across the 10
folds. Table 26 presents the AUC, ER@20%, F1-score, precision and recall for merged and
abandoned changes of the adjusted approach. By comparing the results shown in Tables 4
and 26, we find that in terms of AUC and ER@20%, incorporating results of the model built
using new contributors’ changes does not negatively impact prediction performance of our
approach. Thus, incorporating results of the model built using new contributors’ changes
Table 26 AUC, ER@20%, F1-score, precision, recall for merged and abandoned changes of the adjusted
approach
Project AUC ER@20% Merged Abandoned
F1(M) P(M) R(M) F1(A) P(A) R(A)
Eclipse 0.71 0.93 0.88 0.86 0.90 0.36 0.42 0.32
Libre. 0.72 0.97 0.92 0.90 0.95 0.27 0.37 0.22
OpenS. 0.73 0.95 0.90 0.87 0.93 0.38 0.48 0.31
Testing datasets include both new and experienced contributors’ changes
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can help our approach overcome the bias against new contributors while still achieving good
overall prediction performance.
5.6 Model Built Using Top Ten features
In RQ4, we study the most important features in identifying merged code changes and
Table 12 presents the top ten important features that distinguish merged code changes from
abandoned ones for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets. In this section, we would
like to investigate whether we can build a light-weight prediction model using only the top
ten features.
For each project, we build a random forest model using the top ten features shown in
Table 12. And we use cost sensitive learning to deal with imbalanced data. We then compute
the average AUC, ER@20%, precision, recall and F1-scores for merged and abandoned
code changes across the 10 folds. Table 27 presents the AUC, ER20%, F1-scores, precision
and recall for merged and abandoned code changes of the model built using top ten features.
On average, across the three projects, the model achieves an AUC, ER@20%, F1(M) and
F1(A) of 0.70, 0.94, 0.88 and 0.35, respectively. We also record the building time of the
model and calculate the average building time across the 10 folds (using the same machine
described in Section 5.4). On average, across the 10 folds, the model takes 186, 66 and 453 s
in the building phase for Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack datasets, respectively.
By comparing the results shown in Tables 4 and 27, we find that in terms of AUC,
ER@20%, F1(M) and F1(A), the model built using top ten features consistently achieves
slightly lower performance than our approach (using all features). And in terms of AUC,
ER@20% and F1(A), the model achieves better performance than the baselines. However,
the model still needs a relatively long time in building phase. For example, to build a model
based on 88,140 code changes in OpenStack (in fold 10), our approach (using all features)
needs 1,144 s (i.e., 19min) and the model built using top ten features needs 926 s (i.e.,
15 min). Thus, in practice, we recommend that developers use all our features to build
prediction model so that the model can achieve the best prediction performance.
5.7 Implications for Researchers
In this paper, we propose an approach to predict early on whether a code change will be
merged. Our approach outperforms the baselines in terms of AUC and ER@20%. However,
on average across Eclipse, LibreOffice and OpenStack, our approach can only achieve an
average recall for abandoned changes of 0.35. Thus, many abandoned changes could not be
identified by our approach and there is a room for improvement.
A further study is needed to explain more deeply why developers abandon code changes.
Researchers can design more domain-specific features inspired by additional insights on
Table 27 AUC, ER@20%,
F1-scores for merged, i.e., F1(M)
and F1-scores for abandoned
code changes, i.e., F1(A) of the
model built using top ten features
in Table 12
Project AUC ER@20% F1(M) F1(A)
Eclipse 0.68 0.92 0.86 0.36
Libre. 0.70 0.96 0.91 0.30
OpenS. 0.72 0.94 0.88 0.39
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abandoned changes. For example, we find that many code changes are eventually abandoned
since they cause merge conflicts (e.g., changes 17278120 and 26195021 in OpenStack).
A technique that can correctly detect merge conflicts would help our approach a lot with
respect to identifying abandoned changes. Recently, researchers have conducted many stud-
ies on merge conflicts. For instance, Leßenich et al. (2016) performed a survey and empirical
study on merge conflicts. They surveyed 41 developers and based on the results of the
survey, they inferred seven potential indicators that could identify merge conflicts. How-
ever, they found that the seven indicators are not fully effective to predict merge conflicts.
Follow-up studies are needed to investigate more potential indicators to determine merge
conflicts.
Moreover, in this study, we find that although features in the owner experience and
collaboration network dimensions are the most important in identifying merged changes,
the features induce a bias against new contributors into our approach. Without addressing
the bias, our approach may not be acceptable for developers. In Section 5.5, we propose
a method to deal with the bias. In the future, we recommend that researchers should not
only focus on how to achieve good results based on their proposed approaches, but also
consider the practical usage of the techniques and whether the techniques have potential
shortcomings in practice.
5.8 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity
refer to errors in our datasets and experiments. We have double-checked our datasets
and experiments. However, there could still be errors that we did not notice. To address a
common bias in training dataset selection, i.e., future data is used as training data to predict
the past, we use a longitudinal data setup in our experiment. This strategy has been used in
many previous studies to address the same bias (Bhattacharya and Neamtiu 2010; Tamrawi
et al. 2011; Jeong et al. 2009; Xia et al. 2017).
Moreover, we adapt Jeong et al.’s approach (which is specific to Java) to be able to han-
dle projects written in other programming languages (i.e., LibreOffice which is written in
C++ and OpenStack which is written in Python). In particular, we omit a number of key-
word occurrence features that are specific to Java (e.g., number of occurrences of keyword
“interface”). We acknowledge that our adaptation strategy may not be an optimal one.
Threats to external validity refer to the generalizability of our prediction tool. We have
analyzed 166,215 code changes from three open source projects written in multiple pro-
gramming languages. Thus, we believe that our prediction tool is general for multiple
programming languages. And in the above discussion, we present that our approach is more
accurate than two baselines to do cross-project prediction.
Threats to construct validity refer to the suitability of our evaluation metrics. In this study,
we mainly focus on the AUC scores and cost effectiveness of the prediction models. AUC
is a widely used evaluation metric that are often used in past software engineering studies
(Lamkanfi et al. 2010; Lessmann et al. 2008; Romano and Pinzger 2011). Cost effectiveness
is also a widely used measure to quantify prediction performance in previous software engi-
neering studies (Arisholm et al. 2007; Mende and Koschke 2009; Rahman et al. 2012; Jiang
20https://review.openstack.org/#/c/172781/
21https://review.openstack.org/#/c/261950/
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et al. 2013a; Xia et al. 2015a). Therefore, we believe that there is little threat to construct
validity in our study.
6 Related Work
Studies on prediction of merged code changes. To our best knowledge, Jeong et al. (2009)
and Gousios et al. (2014) are the most related work to our paper on prediction of merged
code changes.
Jeong et al. proposed a set features to predict whether a given bug-fix patch in two open
source project (i.e., Firefox and Mozilla Core) will be accepted (Jeong et al. 2009). Their fea-
tures included number of occurrences of certain keywords in the patch and features extracted
from bug reports. Thus, they focused on predicting the acceptance of bug-fix patches writ-
ten in a specific programming language, while our prediction tool is to predict whether a
code change submitted to Gerrit will eventually get merged or not. Different from Jeong
et al., our features are programming language agnostic. Experiment results show that our
approach achieves statistically significantly better performance than Jeong et al.’s approach
in terms of AUC score, EffectivenessRatio@20% and F1 score for abandoned code changes.
Gousios et al. proposed 12 features to predict whether a pull request will be merged
and these features are grouped into three dimensions: pull request, project and developer
(Gousios et al. 2014). Gousios et al.’s study focused on pull-requests while ours focuses on
Gerrit code changes. Our work considers new features not considered by Gousios et al. We
not only extract features from patch, but also from modification history, collaboration net-
work and description of code changes. We combine features from 5 dimensions (i.e., code,
file history, owner experience, collaboration network and text), and our approach achieves
statistically significantly better performance than Gousios et al.’s approach in terms of AUC
score, EffectivenessRatio@20% and F1 score for abandoned code changes.
Studies on factors impacting code review. Many studies have been conducted to
investigate factors impacting code review in open source and proprietary software projects.
Rigby et al. performed an empirical study on code review process in four open source
projects, namely GCC, Linux, Mozilla, and Apache (Rigby and German 2006). They
described a number of review patterns, and quantitatively analyzed the code review data
extracted from the Apache project’s developer and commit mailing lists. Later, Rigby et al.
examined the two peer review techniques used by Apache server project, and investigated
the review process, frequency of reviews, level of participation, review interval and review
inducing defect in projects (Rigby et al. 2008).
Weißgerber et al. analyzed email archives and code repositories of two small open source
projects, namely FLAC and OpenAFS, and found that code changes with small size have
more chances to be accepted (Weißgerber et al. 2008). Jiang et al. studied large-scale patch
reviews on Linux to understand factors impacting patch acceptance and reviewing time in
Linux kernel project (Jiang et al. 2013b). Baysal et al. studied the influence of non-technical
factors (e.g., reviewer load and activity, patch writer experience) on the outcome of code
reviews in the WebKit project, and found that non-technical factors including organizational
and personal factors have influence both on review time and likelihood of a patch being
accepted (Baysal et al. 2013). However, they did not propose an automated technique to
predict patch acceptance.
McIntosh et al. studied the impact of code review coverage and participation on soft-
ware quality through a case study on the Qt, VTK, and ITK projects (McIntosh et al. 2014).
Empir Software Eng
Kononenko et al. reported an empirical study on code review quality for Mozilla, and found
that personal and social metrics would impact code review quality (i.e., whether reviewed
changes introduced bugs in the code) (Kononenko et al. 2015). Thongtanunam et al. ana-
lyzed 196,712 reviews across the Android, Qt, and OpenStack open source projects, and
found that amount of review participation in the past, the description length of a patch,
and purpose of introducing new features can impact review participation and code review
quality (Thongtanunam et al. 2016).
Bacchelli et al. performed a study on expectations, outcomes and challenges of modern
code reviews. They observed, interviewed and surveyed developers and managers, and man-
ually categorized review comments from multiple teams in Microsoft (Bacchelli and Bird
2013). Gousios et al. investigated work practice and challenges in pull-based development
model from integrator perspective by surveying 742 integrators in Github (Gousios et al.
2015). They provided insights of the factors impacting integrators’ decision on accepting or
rejecting a contribution. They found that integrators struggle to maintain the quality of their
projects and have difficulties with prioritizing contributions that are to be merged.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an approach to predict whether a code change will be merged. We
extract 34 features to characterize a code change; these features are grouped into five dimen-
sions: code, file history, owner experience, collaboration network and text. We use random
forest to build a prediction model and use cost sensitive learning to deal with imbalanced
data. To investigate the effectiveness of our approach, we perform a large-scale experiment
on code change dataset from three large open source projects containing a total of 166,215
code changes. The experimental results show that our approach can achieve an average AUC
of 0.73 across the three projects, which improves random guess, Jeong et al.’s approach
(Jeong et al. 2009), and Gousios et al.’s approach (Gousios et al. 2014) by 46%, 30%,
and 12%, respectively. Moreover, our approach achieves an average ER@20% of 0.95; the
normalized improvements of our approach over random guess, Jeong et al.’s approach and
Gousios et al.’s approach are 69%, 64% and and 38%, respectively. Our approach achieves
statistically significantly improvements over random guess, Jeong et al.’s approach, and
Gousios et al.’s approach in terms of AUC and ER@20%, with large effect sizes. We also
find that among the 34 features, merged ratio, change num, subsystem change num, clus-
tering coefficient are the most important ones to distinguish merged from abandoned code
changes across the three projects.
In the future, we plan to evaluate our approach with more code changes from more
software projects, and we also plan to design a better approach to improve the AUC and
EffectivenessRatio further.
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